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Tongue-tied Moments?
Have you ever been tongue-tied? Have you experienced those awkward moments in which you are stuck for words? Or words may come but they turn out to be inappropriate ones! One of my favourite cartoons from Far Side starts with Tarzan swinging from tree to tree before meeting Jane. In his mind he has been rehearsing what to say in an eloquent, elegant and fluent manner. Now is the annoyed with himself.
Such a state of being tongue-tied seems to happen when you least want it, as Tarzan would agree, during a very important interview, on your first date with the ultimate person of your dreams, or in the presence of a traffic policeman.
Have you felt such frustrations as an L2 learner? Some L2 users may testify that such an awkward tongue-tied state is not an exception but the norm.
In this paper, I would like to firstly explore the sources of why L2 learners may find it difficult to express themselves, be it in a spoken or written format. I will doi:10.7575/aiac.alls.v.1n.1p.56 then investigate how current coursebooks may or may not be designed to help L2 learners become able to express themselves freely. I will go on to describe various ways of helping learners to become less tongue-tied and start enjoying telling their stories and I will also provide a few examples of creative writing and text-driven materials. I will finally discuss principles behind the examples so that teachers and materials writers could apply them to the classroom or to materials development.
Eva Hoffman (1998) describes how she felt when she immigrated to Canada as a days, it takes all my will to impose any control on the words that speech, I sense, sounds monotonous, deliberate, heavy an aural mask that -119) Many EFL learners even at higher linguistic levels report having gone through more or less similar experiences when they lived in English speaking countries.
In fact, I was one of such frustrated L2 learners when I spent a year as an exchange student in a high school in Wisconsin, USA.
The biggest disappointment was myself. I had done very well in Japan during six years of learning English. I was used to having lots of friends and playing active roles at school. But in the States even a dog seemed to understand English better than I could. I felt frustrated, humiliated and helpless for not being able to express myself in the way I could in Japanese.
An ongoing study of ESOL students and also my own investigation revealed that L2 learners in English speaking countries seem to feel inadequate in many ways (Hann et al, in press; Masuhara, 2000; Masuhara, 2009) . Firstly, L2 learners may have a lot of experience and be respected in their own countries but in a new there is a feeling of displacement. Secondly, no one seems to realise or be bothered to see that they are an equally intelligent and capable being behind the L2 struggle. L2 learners may feel they are placed in a social fringe among the majority of L1 users who share their culture. Thirdly, they have to live with an uncomfortable awareness that their performance in L2 always seem to lack the nuances, depths and sophistication they are able to achieve spontaneously in L1.
In this sense, L2 learners suffer from a feeling of loss of control. Finally, they find L2 classroom materials to be trivial, uninteresting and irrelevant. Apart from a lucky few, many seem to have a poor learning experience all through their long years they spend in language classes. 
L2 learners in English as
Simplification as a solution?
Recently I had a chance to teach EFL to lower-intermediate undergraduate students for a couple of terms in Oman. The coursebook was written by an awardwinning author for the Middle-Eastern context but I was rather disappointed with it in many ways. All I could see in unit after unit were simplified texts which the texts were rather short, bland, and not cognitively or affectively engaging because they were often written to teach the language points rather than to achieve genuine communication, resulting in real life outcomes. Even the texts with authentic sources had been linguistically simplified.
Adults do simplify their talk when they speak to children. A Professor in neurophysics will try to use a more listener-friendly account of his expertise at a conference for general public. Widdowson (1979, p. 184 Their survey reveals that both topics tend to be trivial and the activities are unlikely to stimulate the learners to L2 learners struggle to speak or write: most of the time there is nothing to respond to in the texts or in the activities. Masuhara and Tomlinson (ibid, p. 31 ) also noted that the activities in most coursebook samples across all levels included stock examination type exercises such as true/false, multiple-choice, matching, gap filling and sentence completion.
They speculate that materials writers are focusing on providing pre-determined input and responding to the market demands for exam preparation rather than on facilitating intake, language acquisition and development. Masuhara and Tomlinson (2008) did acknowledge that the materials at UpperIntermediate and Advanced levels provided texts with depth on varied topics and that the activities were more engaging. But this means that the majority of intelligent and capable L2 learners at lower levels are not getting the necessary exposure to real language and are deprived of the optimal conditions for language acquisition and development (See Tomlinson, 2008 for an overview of different kinds of materials used around the world). The learners at lower linguistic levels, for example the Sultan Qaboos University students I had, are no less intelligent and mature as those in higher levels and yet they were only exposed to unengaging texts and tasks. Masuhara et al (2008) in their extensive review of adult GE/EFL noted a new tendency in the last 7 years: writing has been very much side-lined in coursebooks, if included at all. The problem here comes from the fact that some General English cousebooks cater for short-term visitors to English speaking countries as well as EFL learners around the globe. GE learners expect listening and speaking to take place in classes and many of the coursebooks seem to have given in to such demands and neglected the value of extensive writing as a means of self-expression, creativity and life skills. As Masuhara et al 2008, p. 310) say,
Are teachers helping the frustrated L2 learners?
eachers to resort to using tests as a reason for the students to study English. I have were left to the teachers but common complaints in the staff room were about ability to spell, lack of vocabulary and grammatical inaccuracy.
In the case of Omani university students, they were intelligent 18 year olds who made linguistic errors but were far more capable of self-expression in English than they were given credit for. To be realistic, however, I should stress that the learners were only capable of self-expression when they were encouraged to express themselves and when I made myself available to provide them with some of the language they needed at the time they needed it.
When I revealed my view above in the staff room, some teachers said to me, For those teachers writing meant checking their progress and helping students meant error correction. What students are expressing was not the primary focus.
Effect of error correction?
What are your own views of error correction? Here is an interesting testimonial from a student in U.K.
A boy wrote a poem
A boy wrote a poem.
It was from homework from class. 
Negative association in the classroom?
I would argue that what error correction does is to create a negative association research that seem to indicate that error correction does not help the learners (Truscott, 1996; Truscott, 2008) . Just like the boy in the poem, when L2 learners receive their creative writing assignments with corrections in red, learners may look at the grade, at their mistakes and that will be the end. What remains with them is less confidence, less self-esteem, and less motivation. The students found the Stem Poem to be novel and fun. I was impressed with what I saw so when the students were ready I asked a few students to read aloud typed them all, gave out a copy each in the next class, suggesting that they showed their poems in English to their family and friends when they went back to their village the following weekend. The stem poem gave a frame which helped the learners to focus on the meaning, the important language features were highlighted, and the students could share what they had achieved with peers, friends and family.
As you can see, however, there are a few minor language lapses. Should I or should I not correct them? I decided not in this case because it is free writing which is written for pleasure and self-expression. I did not want to create the negative associatio teachers should differentiate: 1) speaking and writing for pleasure and self-expression 2) speaking and writing for socialising 3) speaking and writing for publication.
Obviously the speaking and writing for publication would involve focusing on improving accuracy, fluency, appropriateness and effectiveness.
My objectives of giving the stem poem task in my first class in Oman were: for me to find out about who my students are and what they are capable of for learners to try something new which is fun for learners to build up confidence that they can write a poem in English easily for learners to raise their self-esteem by being praised and appreciated by their classmates, teacher, friends and family.
For these objectives, error correction would have been more damaging than helpful.
In later classes, I set up a collaborative interview project which the students had to present in front of the class. The Omani students were given a brief to entertain, inform, or persuade. The students welcomed language awareness and advice on effective presentation strategies and they were very willing to participate in self-, peer-and teacher-editing processes. Coursebooks typically ask learners to discuss a given topic or write a letter or an essay without specifying who they are addressing, what the purpose is or what real-life outcomes they are aiming at.
They are seldom or never given opportunities to learn through revisions and editorial processes. Most coursebooks only ask for output of language, seldom or never outcome as a result of language use. There is no reason for doing so apart One way of using haiku to help students to achieve self-expression is to use Photo -expression has given him motivation to develop further and learn more. There might be a Mr. Wada in your L2
classrooms. With mobile phones the learners are used to taking snap shots. They can add a haiku poem and send it to friends real life communication with a specific target audience and purpose.
Materials for Self Expression -Text-Driven Materials
Brian Tomlinson developed The Text-Driven Approach through his materials development projects (Tomlinson, 2003c) . He also provides great examples of text-driven materials using extracts from authentic contemporary literature (Tomlinson, 1994 ).
An example of Text-Driven Material
Let me tell you about a class of Intermediate students on an adult evening 
